SWEDISH ARMED FORCES
Military Aviation Authority

APPROVAL CERTIFICATE

FSI 013

Pursuant to the Rules of Military Aviation (RML) and subject to the conditions specified below, the Military Aviation Authority hereby certifies

SAAB AB (Publ.)
Org. nr. 5560360793
581 88 Linköping
Sweden

As a DESIGN ORGANISATION

Approved according to RML-V-5JA

Conditions:
1. The approval is limited to that specified in the enclosed Terms of Approval, and
2. This approval requires compliance with the procedures specified in the latest version of Design Operations Manual (MAN-03554) and Design Organisation Exposition (MAN-05945) and
3. This approval is valid whilst the approved Design Organisation remains in compliance with RML-V-5JA.
4. Subject to compliance with the foregoing conditions, this approval shall remain valid until surrendered or revoked.

Date of original issue: 22 March, 2002
Date of this revision: 22 November, 2019
Revision No: 5 / FM2018-19464

Anders Janson
Director Military Aviation Authority, FSI
Swedish Military Aviation Authority

Terms of Approval

Design Organisation Approval Certificate FSI 013

1. Scope of approval
   This Design Organisation Approval has been granted for:
   - designing in accordance with the applicable type-certification basis
   - changes to type design and repairs to aircraft for which Saab AB is Military Type certificate holder
   - repairs and changes to aircraft for which Saab AB is not the Military Type certificate holder
   - showing and verifying the compliance with the applicable type-certification basis
   - demonstrating to the Swedish Military Aviation Authority this compliance.

2. Categories
   Large and small aeroplanes

3. List of products
   39 Gripen C/D according to MTC 013
   SK 60 (Saab 105) according to MTC 012
   SAAB 340B according to MTC 019

4. Privileges
   a) The holder of this design organisation approval shall be entitled to perform design activities under RML-V5 and within its scope of approval.
   b) Subject to RML 5.A257.2, compliance documents submitted by the holder of this design organisation approval for the purpose to obtain a supplemental type certificate shall be accepted by the Swedish MAA without further verification.
   c) The holder of this design organisation approval shall be entitled, within its terms of approval and under the relevant procedures of the design assurance system:
      1. to classify changes to type design and repairs as major or minor.
      2. to approve minor changes to type design and minor repairs (See also section 6 below).
      3. to issue information or instructions containing the following statement: "The technical content of this document is approved under the authority of FSI MDOA no. 013.
      4. to approve documentary changes to the Aircraft Flight Manual, and issue such changes containing the following statement: "Revision no. xx to AFM ref yyy, is approved under the authority of FSI MDOA no 013.
      5. N/A
      6. to approve major repairs for SAAB 340B.
      7. to limit operations by introduction of restrictions/limitations and special remarks in relevant publications (see 3 and 4 above) stating "Revision nr. xx to AFM/FM ref yyy, is approved under the authority of FSI MDOA no 013", or alternately "The technical content of this document is approved under the authority of FSI MDOA no 013".

5. Limitations
   (See in 1, above)

Date of Issue: 22 November, 2019

Anders Janson
Director Military Aviation Authority, FSI